
Great Holiday Gift Ideas

Canyon Coolers 125 Quart – Nothing says ‘cool’ 
Christmas gift like a premium cooler that can keep 
your beverages super cold and harvested game fresh.  
Canyon Cooler’s 125 Outfitter features 2 3/4 inches of 
wall thickness constructed of premium polyurethane 
(injected under pressure) within all wall cavities and the 
lid. These incredibly thick walls help ensure its impressive 
ice retention time of weeks, instead of days like the 
competition.  MSRP: $399.99. canyoncoolers.com

Optisan Litec R Series 8 x 42 Binoculars – Optisan’s 
Litec R 8x42 Binoculars not only deliver the superior 
quality and performance hunters expect when in the field, 
they’re built to last and handle the weather and rigors of 
rugged country others dare not tread. Bowhunters will 
appreciate the bino’s edge-to-edge razor-sharp, high 
contrast image even in low light conditions. 
MSRP: $179.99 optisanoptics.com 

Gear Keeper Deluxe Rangefinder Holster – The Gear 
Keeper Integrated Retractable Holster for Rangefinders 
features an ultra quiet retractable cable, which allows 
hunters to quickly grab the rangefinder, use it, then just as 
quickly let it glide effortlessly and quietly back into place. 
All this means is you can focus on accurately gauging your 
distance, without worrying about or fumbling with your 
equipment.  MSRP: $44.99 gearkeeper.com

Timber Hawk Sidewinder – Designed specifically for 
bowhunters, the new Timber Hawk® Sidewinder will 
organize and store all of your essential bowhunting gear 
and compliment your movements rather than hinder them. 
A single-strap “sling” design allows you to release an arrow 
while wearing the pack and will never stand between you 
and the perfect shot. MSRP: $90. timberhawk.com

1 Buck Wear Legend Continues – The perfect gift for 
bowhunters on your list. Buck Wear’s message of 
relentless passion will shine through with every wear 
thanks to this black shirt’s detailed illustration, which 
divulges a dynamic story of a bowhunting warrior, and 
his legacy. The words ‘The Legend Continues’ perfectly 
narrates the scene, and is sure to resonate with every 
bowhunter it encounters.  MSRP: $16.99 buckwear.com

Prois Ultra Backcountry Shirt – Serious lady bowhunters 
also have high quality gear on their holiday wish list.  And 
Prois Hunting & Field Apparel has the ‘Ultra’ lightweight 
and perfect fitting shirt serious female hunters require in 
the field.  The sleek and comfortable Ultra Backcountry 
Shirt features an athletic cut with a lightweight, whisper 
quiet design.  MSRP $64 proishunting.com

Archer Xtreme Titanium Recon – The Archer Xtreme™ 
Titanium Recon has taken arrow rest technology and 
quality to a level unheard of in the archery industry. Warrior 
built using the lightest, toughest materials the industry has 
to offer, including carbon and titanium, the AXT Titanium 
Recon takes performance well beyond the competition.
MSRP: $169.99 archerxtreme.com

OKC International Camo Folder – The OKC International 
Camo Folder can slide nicely right into a bowhunter’s 
holiday stocking. A satin, stainless steel blade combined 
with a high quality aluminum handle with rubberized Camo 
grip, bowhunters will be able to slice through any task 
outdoors.  MSRP: $25.50 ontarioknife.com
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